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Abstract
The argument between experiencing a moment versus 

documenting a moment continues to grow. However, San 
Francisco startup company Yondr is leading the advocacy 
for an experiential environment. Yondr technology creates 
phone-free events by locking the patron’s cellphone into a 
pouch that is maintained on their person while inside the 
event. It has been widely adopted by touring comedians and 
even some major musical acts over the past few years. This 
study details examples of customer impact, both within a 
feeling of lost social capital and in focused consumption, 
while also quantitatively detailing impacts on venues, pro-
moters, and artists in on-site transactional opportunities. 
What are the rights of paying spectators at events in 2019 
and beyond? What are the attendant costs of disconnecting? 
Where is the incentive for talent to adopt such a service? 
Where are the marketing advantages and disadvantages of 
Yondr technology? Yondr provides an interesting forum to 
have a fluid and flowing discussion about technology and 
consumption through the lens of live events today and into 
the future.
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